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If R is a property on graphs, the corresponding edge deletion (edge contraction, respectively) 
problem is: Given a graph G, determine the minimum number of edges of G whose deletion 
(contraction) results in a graph satisfying property R. We show that these problems are NP-hard if 
R is finitely characterizable by3-connected graphs. 
Let G = (I&&) denote an undirected graph with node set c/G and edge set EG. If 
n is a property on graphs, let S(w) denote the class of all graphs violating II. A graph 
G contains agraph H (G > H, for short) if and only if G has an embedded subgraph 
(a subgraph formed from G by repeating del.tion or contraction of edges) 
isomorphic to H. “> ” defines a partial order on S(K) if we identify G and G’ 
whenever G is isomorphic to G’. Let Y(n) denote the subclass of fl(7~) consisting of
all minimal graphs with respect to this partial order. A property n is said to be 
finitely characterizable y 3-connected graphs if and only if 
(i) 977~) is nonempty, 
(ii) there are arbitrarily large graphs atisfying R, 
(iii) we have Y’(n) such that Ifln)l is finite and such that a graph G satisfies n if 
and only if G contains none of fin), and 
(iv) Y(a) consists of 3-connected graphs. 
If a is such a property, then the subclass 
Y~R)={GEY(~):)EGIIIEGII for VG%Y(n)}C Y(n) 
can be determined in constant time. For a graph G, let G[S] (G(S )) denote the 
graph obtained from G by deleting (contracting) all edges of SCEG. Let PED(Z) 
(P&n)) denote the problem defined by: 
Instance. A graph G, and an integer kr 0. 
Question. Is there a s;rbset SC& with I S I s k such that G [a (G( S )) satisfies n? 
We show the following t”leorem analogous, to some xtent, to the result of [3]. 
Theorem 1. PED(Z) and PEA are NP-hard if n isfinitely chnracterizable by 3-m- 
netted gmphs. 
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We will sketch the proof. Let K be a graph of .%(n) such that 6(K)2:S(G) for 
~‘GE .~j&r), where cT(G) denotes the maximum node degree of G. If n is finitely 
characterizable by 3-connected graphs then K can be determined in constant ime. 
For this K, let uo be a node of VK having node degree 6(K) and let UR (# ue) be a 
node adjacent o ~0. For any node Uj (# UO, UR) of I% adjacent o uo, we can choose 
a circuit C of K such that UR, UjE Vc but such that UO@ Vc, since K is 3-connected. 
Let (UR> VR) be an edge of EC. Whenever K has a node UL (# UO, uR] adjacent o both 
uo and UR, then we choose Uj, C and VR such that Uj= UL= VRE k. Let Ko denote 
the graph obtained from K by deleting (UR, VR), and if uo is not adjacent o VR in &I 
let Kb denote the graph obtained from KD by attaching an edge (UO, vR). For twc 
distinct nodes u and v,, iet t(u, v) denote a graph defined by /3 (L 1) disjoint paths 
colinecting u and v each of which is of length 2. L(u, v) is called the band of width 8. 
Let G denote the graph obtained from G by replacing each edge e = (u, v) E EG with 
the band C(u, v) of width Be- > 1. By the definition of K, UO, K~and K’D, we can show 
the following. 
Lemma 1. Each of RD and &J contains none of 9[~). 
Given GO and ko, an instance of “Connected node cover in planar graphs with 
maximum degree 4” (see [l]), we fix a planar representation of GO and construct 
two graphs Gr and GZ by the following procedures (1) through (4), where let 
m=I&,j, n=l c/GO) aird kz=m+ko+ 1. 
(1) Construct Gt by replacing each e = (u, v) E EG,, with a disjoint path of length 3 
connecting u and v. Let A 1 denote the set of all nodes of VG, not contained in &&. 
(2) Place KD and an edge (WO, wb) within the infinite face of Gt , and identify 
URe VK~ with wb, where WO#UR, VI?. Then, for each WOE &iO (i= 1, . . ..n). attach 
edges (w,uR) and (wi, WO). Let Ew= {(w~,uR), (Wi, WO): i= 1, . . . . n}. 
(3) Let EA, = {(u, v) E EG, : u, v E A I }, and let K&e) denote the graph defined by 
simply renaming each v E VK~ v(e). For each edge e = (u, v) E EAT, replace e with 
K&) by identifying u and v, respectively, with UR(e) and vR(e), and then identify 
uo(e) with VRE VQ,. Let Gi denote the resulting graph. 
(4) Replace each edge e = (u, v) E EGO- (EwU(EG, - EA,)} with a band L(u, V) of 
width (k2+ 1). Let GZ denote the resulting graph. 
Lemma 2. Go has a connected node cover N with 1 N 1 s ka ifand only if there exists 
a subs~?~ &C EGO +th 1 S2 1 s k2 such that G2[&] contains none of .rr(n). 
We give a rough outline of the proof. Assume the first part. Then we can 
determine a subtree T of Gr with 1 ETI ~2m + ko- 1 such that AI C VT (see [J]). Let 
S~=(EG,-ET)U{(~~,UR), (pi, WO): WE V&7 VT}. 
Then I $2 I s kz. Since T is a tree, the second part follows from Lemma 1. Con- 
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versely, assume the second part. Let &c& be a minimal subset satisfying 
(i) IS21 sk2, 
(ii) G2[&] contains none of Y’(A), and 
(iii) S2 contains the minimum number of edges of &, - EA, among such minimal 
sets satisfying (i) and (ii). 
We can assume that SrCEwU(&,-lb,). Let &=SUSw, where S= 
&n(&,-EA,) and Sw=&M?w. Then we can prove the following: 
(1) GI [S] is a forest. 
(2) Gr [S) has just one maximal connected component T such that Al c VT. 
(3) Any maximal connected component of GI [S] except T contains no edge and 
just one node which is adjacent to UR and wo in G&l. 
Let x= 1 Vrf7 &&I. Then we can show that x5 ko and: as in [l], that GO has a 
connected node cover N= vGO n VT with 1 NI 5 ko. 
Beginning with the same instance, GO and ko, we can also construct a graph GJ 
satisfying the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. GO ks a connected node cover N with IN I 5 ko if and only if there exists 
a subset SJC:EQ with I &I s 2m + 2ko- I such that G&S3 ) contains none of Yqn). 
We omit the detail which is found in [2]. Since G2 and G3 can be constructed in 
polynomial time if n is finitely characterizable y 3-connected graphs, Theorem 1
follows from Lemmas 2and 3. 
Finally, we note that Theorem 1re_-?ains true even if we require G[S] of PE&?) 
and G(S) of P~c(n), both satisfying n, to be connected. 
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